Search and recommendation systems help users find their favorites among an abundant amount of songs available on distributors such as iTunes. Nevertheless, it is still hard for us to efficiently retrieve the right music. This paper proposes an interactive music exploration system to help them reach their favorite songs by means of interactive feedbacks submitted by the user. The recommendation component of our system is based on the feedback component accepts the user's feedbacks in terms of impression features such as "more ballad -like" and "less pop-like". The proposed concepts have been implemented as an online demonstration system using a real world dataset.
INTRODUCTION
Recent capacity enlargement of portable audio player and development of music distribution service like iTunesMusicStore enable us to save and play a large amount of music. For example, there are over million of songs on iTunes now.
On the other hand, We have had to select song we would like to listen to from a lot of songs. This prompted the development of recommendation services that predict user's preference and recommends songs to the user. Examples include Last.fm and Spotify, which recommend songs to the users who have same preferences like based on songs selected by the users. Other music recommendation systems, such as Pandora, recommend songs that have similar features to songs selected the user.
Whether the user wants to listen to a particular song can change based on various factors, such as time, place or mood. [1] Even if some songs match user's general preference, the user might not want to listen to these songs in a particular context. Although existing services recommend songs based on user's preference, they may not be able to recommend songs user want to listen to at the real time. background, the research that recommends songs along with user's emotion has been conducted. Also, different users may express different preferences as to what king of music they want to listen to in a certain mood. Therefore, it is necessary that the recommended songs are personalized by the user's feeling and preference.
In information retrieval, the method which users the interaction between user and system has been proved to be effective for improving retrieval accuracy.
[3] Also, we think that when listening to music, the user would like to give feedback based on impression, such as more rock -like song. Then, We think that the method which uses the interaction using terms of impression features such as more ballad -like and less pop-like between user and system is an effective way. This paper proposes an interactive music exploration system to help us reach our favorite songs by means of interactive feedbacks to songs recommended based on our preferences and previous feedbacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we discuss the proposed system. In Section 4, we discuss preliminary experiment.
RELATED WORK
Real-time personalization by user feedback and relationship between music and emotion has been studied in previous work.
Relevance Feedback
Relevance feedback personalizes retrieval results based on feedback. In information retrieval, it is an established personalization technique that enables to improve user modeling by asking the user to specify which documents are relevant explicitly (i.e., whether the document satisfies his/her information need).
Moon et al. [2] apply relevance feedback to personalizing document retrieval. They create a user model by online supervised learning based on documents clicked by the user, then apply the user model to subsequent retrieval. They claim real-time personalization by relevance feedback produces easily and efficiently user models.
Pouli et al [4] apply real-time personalization by relevance feedback to multimedia retrieval. They create a user model by feedback which includes 'relevant' or 'non-relevant' by the user. descriptions of songs, music recommendation by using descriptions related to music on the internet has been studied. Tsuda et al [5] recommended songs by using music emotion data based on descriptions related music emotion on Yahoo! Music which is internet music site. They conducted a subject experiment and then claim that music emotion is effective to music recommendation.
Liu et al [6] analyzed a correlation between user mood and music emotion. They collected posts from LiveJournal which allows a blogger to tag his or her post with a mood tag that shows which song matches his or her mood well. Then, they analyzed a correlation user mood and music emotion by using Music Emotion Recognition(MER) based on the collected posts and Last.fm datasets, with an emotion vocabulary consisting of 190 music emotion tags adopted by the professional music review website AllMusic. In their research, they created new music dataset and published it.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this section, we explain the proposed system. As Fig.1 shows, this system consists of three operations; music retrieval by the query, feedback by the user, and re-recommend a song.
1. Our system recommend music based on the query by the user, initialized user model randomly, and song features. It is described in detail in Section 3.1.
2. The user gives feedback to the song recommended. Our system has impression based feedback such as "I want to hear more ballad -like song". We use impression based feedback in this manner because it allows the user to express preferences more precisely than relevance feedback.
3. Our system updates the user model based on feedback by user. Then, our system predicts the best song the user would like to listen to and re-recommend new songs. It is described in detail in Section 3.2.2.
The purpose of this system is to help the user effectively find music he likes by the interaction with feedback and rerecommendation. Our system is developed using the Django framework. Django is an open source web application framework and is written in Python.
Figure 1: Proposed system
The user model gets updated based on the user's feedback to the recommended songs. Both the user and songs are modeled as emotion vectors in which each dimension corresponds to a keyword describing an emotion.
Music Retrieval
In the part of music retrieval by the query, our system recommends songs based on the user model and features of music described below.
User Model
The preference prediction value f (u, m) of user u for music m is expressed by the following regression equation. Each music m is associated with a vector xm ∈ R n , each user u is associated with a vector wu ∈ R n , n is number of music songs.
Music Dataset
This system use Live Journal 2M dataset(LJ2M) created by Lis et al. [6] This dataset has the following content:
• 88,164 unique songs titles of 12,201 artists.
• 
Search and Retrieval
In this paper, it is objective that construct an interactive music exploration system to help us reach our favorite songs by means of interactive feedbacks to songs recommended based on our preferences and previous feedbacks.
When the user enters a query, our system shows one of the songs with the highest initial relevance to the query. While it can be generalized to use any relevance metrics, for the sake of simplicity, we restrict queries to emotion words here and choose at random the initial song to show from the top 1000 list of the songs with the highest value in the corresponding dimension.
In order to evaluate whether our system recommends songs that the user wants to listen to in a specific situation or mood by interaction, we prepared three sample queries. These sample queries are typical impression words described in Section 3.2.1; "ballad ", "pop", "rock ". These three impression words are cluster names of 43 emotion words, which are described in Section 3.2.1.
Emotion Based Feedback

User Feedback
This proposed system has feedback based on the impression such as "I want to hear a more ballad -like music". However, if the user is given all 43 emotion tags as an option, it takes much time for the user to select one of 43 tags including a similar meaning. Therefore, we divide 43 tags into a specified number k of clusters. We use Fuzzy C-Means(FCM). This method is one of soft clustering, and one object can belong to two or more clusters. FCM searches for partitions that divide input data.
In this paper, we set the fuzzification parameter m to 1.5. The results are shown in Table. 1.
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Second, we name each cluster with labels that the user can easily understand. Cluster1 contains many emotion words representing ballad in music genre. Cluster2 contains many emotion words representing pop in music genre. Cluster3 contains many emotion words representing rock in music genre. Cluster4 contains emotion words of various meanings. In our system, cluster 1, cluster 2, cluster 3 which can be made meaningful was selected as a feedback option. Further, we add up and down elements such as "more" or "less" to each emotion, we decide total six choices such as Fig 2. ↑ means "more" and ↓ means "less." The user can feedback by clicking one of the six choices. Then, we calculated the cluster value of each song. The value is the average value obtained by multiplying the membership value for each cluster of each emotion word by the value of the emotion vector of each song. As described in Section 3.1.3, our system recommend songs with the highest value multiplied by the predicted value of the song and the cluster value related to the query. 
Update User Model
In the section, we explain user model. As described in the previous section, our system is given impression based feedback such as "more ballad -like" by the user.
We update the user model by learning-to-rank techniques, aiming to rank songs preferred by the user higher than the song that has been presented to the user.
Learning to rank is the technique which is to construct a model or a function for ranking objects and major technique in ranking models for information retrieval [9] . Learning to rank techniques are categorized them into three groups by their input representation and loss function; pointwise approach, pairwise approach, and listwise approach. Our system uses pairwise approach. Pairwise approach uses the pair of objects where each object has a different relevance value from the other. The objective function is Equation (2) .
Here, xm t is feature vectors of recommended song at time t, Mt is sets of training songs which are assumed that the user prefer to recommended song at time t, λ is a regularization parameter and the function sign(p) returns +1 for p > 0.
Next, we explain how to create training data. In each iteration of feedback, we create training examples from the songs in the proximity of the most recently listened song. We first extract as candidate training examples all songs with a higher (or lower, in the case of negative feedback) emotion vector value in the dimension selected in the user's feedback. When the feedback is "more ballad ", for example, we do not additionally require an explicit input of how far the user wants to go in the direction of ballad. Instead, we set a bound condition to tune the range, as defined in Equation 5 and shown in Figure 3 .
Here, t is the number of interaction that the user has provided. v f is standard deviation of feedback cluster at time t. (4) represent that as interaction increases, bound gradually decreases. In addition, we set the parameter d for creating the training data. d is the average standard deviation of all tags of each song. We choose songs whose Euclid distance from the feature vectors of song mt is less than d.
Reranking
After the model of the user is updated, our system recommends songs with the highest value multiplied by the predicted value of the song and the cluster value related to the query. We implemented the music exploration system described above and performed a preliminary experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed concepts. Table 2 -4 show series of songs recommended by our system through interaction at the preliminary experiment. Zeroth interaction means the initial search result. When feedback related to ballad or rock is performed, the value of the emotion vector of the song related to the feedback changed as intended. For example, in the second iteration of Table 2 , the song with a larger rock value was recommended. However, when preferences regarding pop were given, the parameters of the song in the dimensions relevant to pop did not change as intended. This may be due to the lower membership values for the pop cluster overall relative to the other two; it is possible that the feedback influenced other dimensions primarily belonging to the other two clusters rather significantly.
In addition, the influence of the feedback is greatly influenced by the result of the interaction of the earlier one, which confirms the effect of the decaying factor shown in Equation (4). This paper proposes an interactive music exploration system to help us reach our favorite songs by means of iterative feedbacks to song recommended based on our preferences and previous feedbacks. The recommendation component of our system is based on the feedback component accepts our feedbacks in terms of impression features such as "more pop-like" and "less ballad -like". Because previous research shows that there is a correlation between music emotion and user, feedbacks like this may be more effective than relevance feedback.
CONCLUSIONS
In future, to prove that our system is effective for music exploration, we will do the subject experiment and evaluate our system.
